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This invention relates to a method fortightly 
interfitting machined parts. For a better under? 
standing of the present method,the pump bar 
rel,such as in pumps conventionaly employed 
in wells,will here provide the basis in reSpect to 
which the method will be described. It shOuld.be 
understood,however,that the barrel is intended 
as anexemplary deviCe, 
For reasons of durability,pump barrels eSSen 

tially comprise a jacket and a suitable number 10 
of sleeves or liners therein,the latter having the, 
required hardness to resist Wear of the pistOn 
operating in the barrel and also having the re? 
quired resistance to corrosion. 
At the present time there are two generally 

conventional methods for Obtaining a tight ft 
of the 1inersina barrel jacket. Both entail ma? 
chining of the outer diameter Of the liners to 8 
dimension slightly greater than the machined 
internal diameter of the jacket,Since the bar? 
rels and,therefore,the jackets are frequently 
fifteen feet long and seldom 1ess than Six feet 
1ong,and the liners have a length in the nature 
of ten to twelve inches,it will be evident that to 
attempt to drive or press the liners into the 
jacket Would be unsatisfact0ry. One of the men? 
tioned conventional methods entails heating the 
jacket to a degree Suficient to cause the Same to 
expand to a,size freely admitting the liners and 
then allowing the jacket to cool and Shrink Over 
the liners to tightly grip the Same,The Other 
conventional method entails Subjecting the liners 
to 1ow temperaturesto cause them to Shrink to a 
sizewherebythey wilfreelyslip into the jacket. 
When the liners are restored to n0rmal temper? 
atures,they Will expand to their original size and 
tightly fit the jacket. Thus,in one Case,the 
jacket istemporarily expanded,and in the Other, 
the liners are temporarily shrunk or contracted. 
?n both cases,unless the interference ft of the 

jacket and liners is initially accurately gauged, 
the jacket is normally under considerable streSS 
which is increased under working conditions 
wherein the temperature Of the barrel, due t0 
friction and for other reas0ns, rises ab0Ve nOr? 
mal. - 

In contradistinction to the above-described 
methods,the present method entails efecting a 
tight interfit of liners in a jacket by subjecting 
the entire assembly thereof to sub-Zero temper? 
atures to cause the liners to expand or grow to 
a,size greater than their.initial size,it being an 
object of the present invention to provide a 
method,as indicated,in which an entire aSSem 
blyissubjected to abnormal temperatures rather 
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than subjecting one or the other components of, 

2 
the aSSemblyto abnormaltemperatures,asinthe 
Old methods heregiven, 
We haVe found that certainironalloys havethe 

property of growing when subjected to sub-zero 
temperatures and that the growth is permanent. 
While other metals expand only under heat and 
then contract when the heat is dissipated,and 
COntraCt temporariy whensubjected to sub-zero 
temperatures,iron alloys containing nickel and 
Chromium permanently grow when subjected to 
Sub-zero temperatures. After growth,such al 
lOys are Stabilized in the same manner as other 
metals,and return to the sizeto which the same 
have grown after normalexpansion and contrac 
tion as Will other metals. 
ACCOrdingly,another object of theinventionis 

to provide a method for producing a tightly in 
terfitted assembly of elements that makes use 
0f the permanent growth characteristics of cer 
tain metals,thus enabling machining of the ele 
ments for an initial free orloose interfit which 
becomes a tight interfit when the assembly is 
subjected to sub-zero temperatures. 
Of impOrtance also is the fact that the hard? 

neSS Of alloys,as mentioned,increases after 
growth,a material advantage Where such in 
Creased hardness is desired. Also of importance 
is that Such alloys are highly corrosion-resist 
ant. - - 

Under tests which we have conducted,it has 
been found that 5% Niand 2% Cr with93% Fe 
provides an alloy having desired properties with 
respect to hardness and resistance to corrosion, 
and that the Same is easiiy machineable. The 
given formula is Suitable for producing barrel 
1iners that are approximately two inches in di 
ameter and ten to twelve inches long. Should 
less hardness and COrrosion-resistance be satis 
factory,the nicke content may vary between 
3.5% and 4%,and the chromium between 14% 
and 1.6%. - 
Reference is now made to the drawing in 

Which: ? 
Fig.l is anelevational view of a pump barrel, 

partly in longitudinal section and partly broken 
aWay. - 

Fig,2 is an ehlarged longitudina1.sectional 
vieW,showing the interfit of the parts beforethe 
aSSembly is subjected to sub-zero temperatures. 
Fig.3 is a similar View afterapplication of cold. 
In a Conventional manner,the barrel thatisil 

lustrated comprises a metal jacket 5 towhich is 
fittedend connections 6,the latter affordingend 
Shoulders T between Which a series of 1iners 8 
reside withinthejacket 5. 

According to the present method,the length of 
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the barrei between shoulders T is made to be 
S0mewhat larger than the total Iength of all of 
the liners 8 when the latter,after machining,are 
at n0rmaitemperatureS. In practice,it has been 
found that ten to tWelve inch 10ng liners of an 
iron alloy,as above,will permanently elongate 
SOme .015 inch. Consequentiy,if there are ten 
linerS 8 in the jacket,the t0tal length of all of 
the liners is made to be Some 150 inch less than 
the distance betWeen Shoulders T. Some varia 
tiOn is permissible providing the expanded total 
length of the liners ClOSely approximatesthe dis 
tance between shoulders f to insure tight joints 
Wherethelinersabut. - 

The internal diameter 9 0f the jacket 5is ma 
Chined to be Slightly greater than the machined 
external diameter 10 of the liners. In practice, 
it haS been found that the liners expand Orgrow 
diametraly Some .002 inch per one inch di 
ameter,a two inch diameter liner,growing ap 
proximately .004 inch. Thus,if the external 
diameter of the liners is machined to a dimen 
SiOn.002 inch Smaller than the internal diameter 
of the jacket,the liners Can readily be slipped, 
With Suitable Clearance,into the jacket,as Sug 
gested in Fig.2,in Which the clearance is exag 
gerated for illustrative purpoSeS,The men 
tioned 920 inch diference in length of the 
liners and the distance betWeen Shoulders is 
aiSO indicated at, in Fig,2. 
With the jacket 5 and liners 8 machined as 

above,and aSSembled with the eaSy facility per 
mitted because the liners are Smaller than the 
b0re Of the jacKet,the aSSembly iS Subjected to 
Sub-zero temperatures,Under actual test con 
ditions it has been found that a two inch di 
ameter liner having an eighth inch Wall,tem 
porarilycontractsto 1.9995inches at 32°F.,grows 
to 2.002 inches at betWeen ?60° and ?100° F., 
and COntinuesto grow to 2.004 inches during the 
period the liner returns to room temperature, 
It appears then,that the growth takes place 
during the entire range of freezing and Subse 
quent return to normal temperature,A tem 
Derature approximating?60° F. may be deemed 
Satisfactory in the present method,but the Safer 
lowertemperature of?100° F.is more easily ob 
tained by packing the above-deSCribed,Or Similar 
aSSemblies,in Solidified Carbon dioxide for a 
period approximating two hours or until the CO2 
has Completely evaporated. Under Such deep 
freeze,the liners are permanently grown,ex 
panded or enlarged,as Stated,and the jacket 
is temporarily Shrunk,returning to its initial 
size at room temperature. When the aSSembly 
has been restored to Such normal temperature, 
an approximate .002 inch interference fit be 
tween the inner diameter of the jacket and the 
outer diameter of the linersis effected,the linerS 
thereby being tightly and permanently fitted to 
the jacket aS ShOWn in Fig.3. 

StreSS relief of the aSSembly may be efeeted 
With a,400° F. draw WithOut Change in the aS? 
sembly except to realign the molecules of the 
liners to relieve StreSS therein. The normalizing 
temperature may Vary,8S deSired. 

It Will be evident that the greater the difer 
ences of the machined diameterS Of the jacKet 
and liners,the eaSier it is to Slip the liners into 
the jacket. Accordingly,while higher temper 
aturesthan are obtained With Solidified CO2 may 
be employed,the wider machining tolerances af 
forded When ?100° F. is uSed, make CO2 an at 
preSent preferred medium for the instant 
nethod, 

4 
With reSpect to hardness,cast iron Containing 

5% Ni and 2% Cr has a hardness of Rockwell 
C55 Which,when the alloy is deep frozen,as 
above,increases to C60. This increase in hard? 
neSS is a material advantage for liners and like 
Wear partS. It Will be Seen that the increased 
hardness is obtained after the liners are ma 
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chined,a further adyantage since the machin 
ing is performed when the liners are relatively 
Softer. While the metalurgy need not be dis 
CuSSed in detail,it may be Stated that,in the 
iron alloy given,the nickel and Chromium are 
the agents which harden the alloy as a Casting 
thereof Cools. No Special hardening proceSS is 

The inCreaSe in hardneSS ObServed 
under deep freeze is thought t0 reSult from an 
austenitic Change in the Combined Carbon or 
iron Carbide COntained in the irOn, 

After the aSSembly has been reStOred tO nOrmal 
temperatures,the inner diameter of the lined 
barrel is honed,to insure a uniform bore in the 
barrel, 
The aSSembly thus provided Will expand and 

contract in the normal manner of metals,there 
by inSuring retention of the tight fit that is 
achieved acc0rdingto the preSent method. 
The present method may be employed to in 

terfit other parts than jackets and liners,pro 
widing the inner part is formed of an alloy as 
above given. 
While We have diSClOSed What We nOW regard 

aS the preferred method of Our invention,we 
do not Wish to restrict ourselvesto the particular 
method deSCribed but deSire to avail ourselves 
0f all modificationsthat mayfal Within thescOpe 
Of the appended ClaimS. 
Having thus described our invention,what we 

Claim and desire to Secure by Letters Patent is: 
1. A method for interfitting two metal parts 

One Within the other that consists in providing 
the Outer part With a Seat that is Slightly larger 
than the inner part to receive Said inner part 
With Sliding clearance,forming Said inner part 
Of a ferrous metal that includes 3.5 to 5% of 
nickel and 1.4 t02% of Chromium,and Subjecting 
the aSSembled parts to a Sub-zero temperature 
that is Suficiently low enough to Cause Said inner 
part ?0 permanently grow to a Size larger than 
the Seat it oeCupies and to tightly fit Said seat. 

2. A method for interfitting two metal parts 
0ne Within the other that Consists in providing 
?he outer part with a Seat tha?is slightly larger 
than the inner part to receive Said inner part 
with Siding clearance,forming Said inner part 
of a ferrous metal that ineludes approximately 
5% of nickel and approximately2% of chromium, 
and Subjecting the assembled parts to a sub 
zero temperature that is Sufficiently low enough 
to Cause Said inner part to permanently grow to 
a Size larger than the Seat it occupies and to 
tightly fit Said Seat. 

3. A method for interfitting two metal parts 
one Within the other that consists in providing 
the outer part with a seat that is slightly larger 
than the inner part to receive Said inner part 
with Siding clearance,forming Said inner part 
of a ferrous metal that includes 3.5 to 5% of 
nicKel and I.4 to 2% of Chromium,and subjecting 
the aSSembled parts to a temperature ranging 
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betWeen ?60° F and ?100° F.to cause said in 
ner part to permanently grow to a size Iarger 
than the Seat it ocCupies and to tightly fit Said 
Seat. 
4,A method for lining a cylindrically tubular 

jacket with wear and corrosion resistant liners 
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that consists in providing a jacket of metal that 
ContractS Whensubjectedto subzerotemperatures 
and returns to its initial Size When returned to 
nOrmal temperatureS,providing a set of liners 
for the jacket of a metal that expands perma 
nently When Subjected to sub-zero temperatures, 
the inner diameter of the jacket and the outer 
diameter of the liners having such relative size 
that the latter slidingly fit into the former,and 
then Subjecting the asSembly of jacket and liners 
to Sub-zero temperatures sufficiently low to cause 
the Outer diameter of the liners to expand to a 
Size greater than the initial diameter of the 
jacket. 

5. The method according to claim 4 in which 
the Sub-zerotemperatures range below ?60°F. 

6. The method according to Claim 4 in Which 
the liners Comprise a metal including 3.5 to 5% 
nickel,1.4 to 2% chromium and the remainder 
1TOK, 
7,A method for interfitting metal parts that 

COnSistS in proViding One part With a Seat that 
is Slightly larger than the other part to receive 
Said Other part With Sliding clearance,forming 
Said Other part of a metal that has the char 
aCteristic of permanently groWing under sub 
ZerO temperatures,and Subjecting the aSSembled 
partS to a Sub-Zero temperature that is low 
enOUgh tO CauSe Said Other part to permanently 
grOW t0 a Size larger than the Seat it oCCupies and 
t0 tightly fit Said Seat. 
8,A method for forming an internally lined 

elOngated tubular assembly that Consists in pro 
Viding an outer,elongated tube jacket of a metal 
that temp0rarily Shrinks under Sub-zero tem 
perature and With an inner diameter that Con? 
stitutes a Seat Slightly larger than the Outer di? 
ameter of at least tWo liners,assembling Said 
1iners in the jacket by freely Sliding the Same 
int0 Said Seat,forming Said liners of a ferrous 
metaithat includes3.5t05% of nickel and 1.4 to 
2% of Chromium, and Subjecting the aSSembled 
parts to a Sub-zero temperature that is low 
enOugh to Cause Said liners to permanently grow 
to a diametral Size larger than the diameter of 
Said Seat to thereby tightly fit Said jacket Seat. 
9,A method for forming an internaly lined 

elongated tubular aSSembly that Consists in pro 
Viding an outer,elongated tubejacket of a metal 
that temporarily shrinks under Sub-zero tem 
perature and With an inner diameter that con 
stitutes a Seat Slightly larger than the outer di 
ameter of at least two liners,assembling Said 
1inersinthejacket byfreelysliding the same into 
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Said Seat,forming Said liners of a ferrous metal 
that includes 3.5 to 5% of nickel and 14 to 2% 
0f ChrOmium,and subjecting the assembled parts 
to a sub-zero temperature thatis1ow enough to 
Cause Said liners to permanently grow to a di 
ametral size larger than the diameter of said 
Seat to thereby tightly fit Said jacket Seat,and 
t0 Cause Said tube jacket to temporarily Shrink 
over the liners while the latter grow. 
10,A method for interfitting two tubular 

metal parts One Within the other that consists 
in Casting the inner part of a ferrous metal that 
includes 3.5% to 5% of nickei and 1.4% to 2% 
of ChrOmium and Which metal hardens when 
Subjected to Sub-zero temperature,machining 
the Outer Surface of Said part while the Same is 
at ordinary room temperature and While rela 
tively SOft,forming a Seat in the outer part that 
is Slightly larger than the machined inner part 
While Said Outer part is also at ordinary room 
temperature,aSSembling the inner part with slid 
ing Clearance into the Seat of the outer part,and 
Subjecting the aSSembled parts to sub-zero tem 
perature at least as low as ?60° F,t0 CauSe Said 
innerpart,by reason ofits Composition,to harden 
and to permanently grow to a size larger than 
the initial Size of the Seat in the outer part and 
t0,thereby,tightly fit Said Seat after the parts 
have been returned to room temperature. 

11. A method according to claim 10:the step 
Of honing the inner Surface of the inner tubular 
part to make the size of Said inner surface uni 
form, 

MILLARD S. BLACK? 
ALBERT G,SATTERLA,JR. 
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